EVALUATION OF SERUM HIGH SENSITIVITY C-REACTIVE PROTEIN (hs-CRP) IN TYPE-2 DIABETIC PATIENT
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Abstract
Type-2 diabetes may remain in subclinical form for years before diagnosis. This quiescence of type-2 diabetes is a great concern for health care providers.

The earliest change of the type-2 diabetes is the insulin resistance, which is associated with the increased macrovascular risk due to induction of chronic inflammation in the vessels of the body which leads to atherosclerotic change in the vessels.

High sensitivity CRP (hs-CRP) is the measure of C-reactive protein with greater accuracy and the lower limit of its assay is .01 mg/L which is more than 100 times as sensitive as the usual CRP measurement (lower limit 5 mg/L). The median level of hs-CRP from blood samples of apparent healthy subjects is 0.8 mg/L. For this, physician uses the hs-CRP parameter as a marker of chronic inflammation in apparently normal healthy individuals, specially for the assessment of atherosclerosis, which is a chronic inflammatory procedure from the very beginning, in type-2 diabetic, obese and hypertensive patients. This vascular atherosclerosis assessment help them to calculate the cardiovascular as well as cerebrovascular risk of those patients. To help the type-2 diabetic patients from the very begging in respect of the prognostic view of the macrovascular risk, estimations of serum hs-CRP in the early stage of these patient may be a enthusiastic one.

This descriptive study was carried out by choosing 70 diabetic patient who had no other comorbidity or any complications of diabetes and 35 healthy subjects who were neither diabetic nor had any diseases. Both the groups were non-smoker and non-alcoholic and non-hypertensive, hs-CRP level was measured in both the groups along with the HbA1c%. The mean hs-CRP in diabetic group was 1.13 mg/L and in normal healthy subjects was 0.39 mg/L. This higher level of mean hs-CRP (1.13 mg/L) in diabetic patients is statistically significant (P<0.01) compared with that of the normal healthy subjects mean hs-CRP (0.39 mg/L). This mean level of hs-CRP in normal healthy subjects was below the lower level of cardiovascular risk (1 mg/L).
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Introduction
Diabetes is world-wide in distribution and the incidence of both type-1 and type-2 diabetes is rising. The prevalence of known diabetes in patients is around 2-3% but is higher in the middle and fareast (e.g. 12% in the Indian subcontinents).1 The prevalence of diabetes is up to 4-6 fold higher in South Asians immigrant in UK compared with European Caucasians, and a high prevalence is also noted in urban dwelling South Asians.2 Diabetes, hyperinsulinemia and coronary risk factors are more prevalent in Bangladeshis compared with other South Asian groups (Indian, Pakistani) settled in United Kingdom.3 It has also been reported that Bangladeshis among the entire South Asian immigrants had highest mortality and attack rate
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It is now clear that insulin resistance is the primary event and it is followed by increasing degree of β-cell dysfunction, in type-2 diabetes. Insulin resistance often accompany excess visceral adiposity, dyslipidemia, hypertension, impaired fibrinolysis, increased platelet aggregation, vascular inflammation, endothelial dysfunction and premature atherosclerosis. All these events may herald the thrombo-embolic manifestations in the body. Certain protein known collectively as the acute phase response are produced early in inflammation mainly by the liver. The best known of these are C-reactive protein and mannose binding protein. C-reactive protein (CRP) is a non-specific indicator of inflammation and the medical importance of CRP is that an elevated CRP appears to be better predictor of heart attack risk than an elevated cholesterol level. The highest correlation between CRP and body mass index (BMI) was found, followed by the index of insulin resistance, fasting insulin and insulin sensitivity. It was established that in persons with higher levels of CRP the possibility of diabetes to develop for the period of 3-4 years is greater than those with the normal values for CRP.

It was found that CRP is directly associated in atherosclerotic plaque formation. CRP induces the adhesion molecule expression in endothelial cells, stimulates monocyte chemo-attractant protein-1 production and induces complement activations. Binding to oxidized LDL-particles, CRP stimulates macrophage digestion.

hs-CRP (high sensitivity C-reactive protein) is the measurement of CRP level with greater accuracy. The lower limit of its measurement is 0.01 mg/L and the measurement is more than 100 times as sensitive as the usual CRP measurement (lower limit 5 mg/L). The median level of hs-CRP from blood samples of apparently healthy donors (median age of 32 years) is 0.3 mg/L. Although hs-CRP levels >10 mg/L are often found in systemic inflammation. Levels <1, 1-3 and >3 mg/L respectively identify patients at low, intermediate and high risk for future cardiovascular events. The prognostic value of CRP level is independent and additive to lipid values.

As Bangladeshi people are more susceptible to type-2 diabetes related macro vascular complications like coronary artery disease, serum hs-CRP may be of great value.
Results

The present study was intended to assess the difference of hs-CRP level between type-2 diabetic patients and normal healthy people (Table I).

The mean age of the type-2 diabetic patients and normal healthy people was 46.54 year (standard deviation ± 6.5) and 47.97 (standard deviation ± 5.4) year respectively i.e. the two groups were well matched regarding age.

The fasting plasma glucose of type-2 patients was 8.79 ± 1.45 (Mean ± standard deviation) mmol/L, whereas the fasting plasma glucose level of normal healthy people was 5.32 ± 0.37 (Mean ± standard deviation).

HbA1c% (Mean ± standard deviation) of normal healthy people was 5.61 ± 1.12 and type-2 diabetic patients was 9.86 ± 3.10.

hs-CRP (mg/L) level of normal healthy people and diabetic patients were 0.39 (± 0.24) and 1.13 (± 1.58) respectively.

The difference in the plasma hs-CRP level between normal people and type-2 diabetic patients are significant (P<0.01).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Respondent’s characteristic</th>
<th>Normal healthy people=35</th>
<th>Type-2 diabetic patients n=70</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (mean±SD)</td>
<td>47.97 ± 5.448</td>
<td>46.54 ± 6.505</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FBS mmol/L (mean±SD)</td>
<td>5.6171 ± 0.3737</td>
<td>8.7914 ± 1.453</td>
<td>&lt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HbA1c % (mean±SD)</td>
<td>5.6129 ± 1.11963</td>
<td>9.8629 ± 3.1096</td>
<td>&lt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hs-CRP mg/L (mean±SD)</td>
<td>0.3883 ± 0.2434</td>
<td>1.1257 ± 1.583</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data are presented here as mean and ± SD, n=number of subject, hs-CRP=high sensitivity C-reactive protein, HbA1c%=glycosylated haemoglobin%, SD=Standard deviation.

Discussion

The purpose of this study was to assess the plasma hs-CRP level of type-2 diabetic patients and normal healthy people of similar age distribution. The people of both group were non-smoker, non-alcoholic and non-hypertensive and the diabetic patients had no complications of diabetes.

There is not enough data of serum hs-CRP level of our normal non-diabetic people, but in some studies of western authors it has been shown that Asian people has comparatively higher level of CRP.13,14

Chamber JC et al. in the year 2001 measured serum C-reactive protein (CRP) and conventional coronary heart disease (CHD) risk factors in 1025 healthy male subjects (518 Indian Asian and 507 European Whites) aged about 35-60 years.15 The mean CRP concentration was 17% higher in Indian Asian compared with European whites.

Saijo et al. showed in their study in year 2004 that the serum CRP concentration was lower in healthy Japanese subject 0.52 mg/L than in diabetic patients (0.97mg/L).16

In a study by Graham T.E et al. showed in 2006 that subjects with diabetes-2 had higher baseline levels of C-reactive protein, interleukin-6 and free fatty acids than those with impaired glucose tolerance.17

Y Guoyne at al. showed in the year 2006 that in comparison with normal control(healthy people) serum hs-CRP was significantly increased in impaired glucose tolerance (IGT) and type-2 diabetes mellitus group (P<0.001), although there was no significance between the two groups.18

In a study in Bangladesh in 2007 by Rosy N showed that hs-CRP was significantly higher in Gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM) group (9.56 mg/L) than to control (normal pregnant group, 2.19 mg/L).19

In our study mean hs-CRP level of healthy people were found 0.39 mg/L which was within normal range and below the level of mild risk for cardiovascular disease(<1mg/L).12 Besides these in our study we have found that mean hs-CRP of type-2 diabetic patients was 1.13 mg/L which was significantly higher than that of the normal healthy people (0.39 mg/h) [P<0.01]. Plasma hs-CRP level in type-2 diabetic patients was about 3 times higher than normal people.
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